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ABSTRAKT 

Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá fotovoltaickými elektrárnami a jejich návrhem. Významná část 

práce se věnuje především technologiím výroby a popisem typů a způsobu výroby jednotlivých 

druhů fotovoltaických článků. Práce se dále věnuje základním částem fotovoltaické elektrárny, 

jako jsou solární panely, baterie, regulátory, měniče, optimizery a transformátory. Součástí je 

také praktická část, pod níž patří kapitoly zabývající se podmínkami pro vhodné umístění 

elektrárny, dále faktory ovlivňujícími její budoucí energetický výnos a posléze už praktickým 

popisem jednotlivých komponent a součástí výstavby. Praktická část je ukončena porovnáním 

dvou již existujících elektráren, jenž jsou majetkem Geen Holding a.s., a kde autor práce 

popisuje, porovnává a hodnotí technické řešení projektů. 

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA: 

fotovoltaika, křemík, regulátor, solární článek, solární panel, střídač 

 

  



 

 

ABSTRACT 

This bachelor thesis deals with photovoltaic power plants and their design. A significant part of 

the work focuses primarily on manufacturing technologies and the type and method of producing 

various types of photovoltaic cells; further, the work focuses on basic components of 

photovoltaic power plants such as solar panels, batteries, controllers, inverters, transformers and 

optimizers. 

This thesis also includes a practical part which deals with the power plant location conditions, 

factors influencing the power plants energy yield and a practical description of the construction 

and individual components. The practical part is completed by the comparison of two already 

existing power plants owned by GEEN Holding a.s., where the author describes, compares and 

evaluates their technological solution. 

KEY WORDS: 

Controller, inverter, photovoltaics, silicon, solar cell, solar module 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work will give a reader thorough understanding of the complete manufacture and 

production process of a solar panel.  

The thesis contains both a theoretical and a practical parts. The opening chapter of the 

theoretical part provides extensive information about manufacturing processes of different 

types of cells. The second chapter is concentrated on silicon cell production including wafer 

slicing, doping and forming electrical contacts. The upcoming chapter gives a reader basic 

overview of necessary components of a photovoltaic system (solar modules, batteries, 

controllers, inverters, optimizers, transformers, cables and types of connectors). The last 

theoretical chapter contains block diagrams of both grid-tied and off-grid photovoltaic systems. 

Information necessary for designing and building a photovoltaic system is provided in these 

theoretical chapters. 

The second part of the bachelor thesis is more practical. Chapter five deals with the factors that 

need to be taken into account during a planning phase of the photovoltaic power plant 

installation and focuses on actual technology used in existing power plants. The last two 

subchapters include a description and evaluation of technology of two real photovoltaic power 

plants in the Czech cities of Šumperk and Štipoklasy. 

A lot of experience and knowledge about photovoltaic technology was gained by the author 

during his student job in the company GEEN Holding a.s. in 2016. This knowledge is used 

mainly in chapter five and its subchapters. 

The advantage of photovoltaic cells is that they operate in a very straightforward manner. When 

sun rays reach a silicon crystal with a P-N junction, the received energy in form of photons 

generates voltage and current on the semiconductor crystals output terminals. Unlimited 

amount of sunlight, no moving parts and direct conversion make this clean energy technology 

with zero environmental emissions worthy of further development. 
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1 TYPES OF CELLS AND THEIR MANUFACTURING 

PROCESS 

This chapter will provide extensive information about manufacturing processes of different 

types of cells. 

1.1 Thin-film solar cells 

Thin-film cells consist of deposition of a thin film of photovoltaic material, such as amorphous 

silicon (a-Si) or cadmium telluride (CdTe) on a glass or fabric (substrate). While this technology 

holds the lowest market share and has a shorter warranty its advantages are high temperature 

resistivity, lesser influence of shading on the performance, easy portability and increasing 

efficiency which is now beyond 21 %.  

The two biggest problems with thin-film cells are that they require far more surface area and 

contain cadmium, a heavy metal accumulating in plants and tissues and is a probable carcinogen 

for humans.  

1.2 Monocrystalline silicon solar cells 

Monocrystalline cells are cut out of silicon ingots using a Czochralski method (CZ) and Float-

Zone technique (FZ). The size of grains is more than 10 centimetres. The cells are cut into 

square or rectangular to fit perfectly into a module and save space and they are recognizable by 

their uniform colour. A large portion of the cut-out silicon ends up as a waste. 

1.3 Polycrystalline silicon solar cells 

Polycrystalline silicon is made by melting polysilicon chunks and letting them cool and solidify 

again in a chemical purification process called Siemens-process. The process is simpler and 

less expensive then CZ and FZ; however, the efficiency of polycrystalline cells is still lower 

than of monocrystalline ones. 

These cells are very easily recognizable by their grainy look as you can see in Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1: The most commonly used types of silicon cells. Taken from: www.tindosolar.com.au 

  

http://www.tindosolar.com.au/
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1.4 Silicon refining and polycrystalline silicon 

Silicon is the third most abundant element on earth. In the form of silicates and quartz, SiO2, it 

is the second most common element in the Earth’s thick crust. Even though beach sand is also 

largely quartz, the high purity quartz rock is used as the most common raw material. 

The first refining process removes oxygen by a reaction with carbon in the form of coal in an 

electrode arc furnace and results in a product called Metallurgical Grade Silicon (MG Si) with 

purity of 98 %. 

The impurity level of 2 % is many orders of magnitude too high for application in 

a semiconductor and photovoltaic industry. Therefore, silicon intended for photovoltaic 

substance production is converted into highly volatile HSiCl3
  by using hydrochloric acid at 300 

°C. This trichlorosilane gas with boiling point of 32 degrees centigrade is distilled multiple 

times thus improving purity up to 99,9999999 % („9N“) (Koch, 2014) and then is either 

thermally decomposed into silicon, silicon tetrachloride and hydrogen or reduced with 

hydrogen at 1100 °C for approximately 250 hours producing silicon and hydrochloric acid in 

a so-called Siemens Process that takes place inside large vacuum chambers with the end result 

of electron-grade polysilicon 150-200mm diameter rods.  

1.5  Single crystal silicon 

The upcoming subchapters will provide thorough insight into two methods of growing single 

crystals of silicon. The use of both methods in necessary for obtaining a silicon crystal of very 

high quality. 

1.5.1 Czochralski technique 

The end goal of this method is to obtain huge, monocrystalline silicon rods showed in Figure 2 

of a given diameter with the same crystallographic orientation by dipping a rotating seed crystal 

into molten and purified silicon. This resulting silicon can be used for both solar and integrated 

circuit industry. 

 

Figure 2: Monocrystalline silicon ingot. Taken from: www.tindosolar.com.au 

Polycrystalline electronic-grade nuggets produced by the Siemens Process mentioned in 

a previous chapter are melted with dopants in a crucible at a temperature higher than 1400 °C 

in an inert gas atmosphere. A silicon seed crystal with desired crystal orientation is immersed 

into the melt and is with varying but still very slow speed pulled out (the pull speed determines 

the diameter). Homogeneity of dopant concentration and the crystal is achieved by counter-

rotation of the seed crystal and the crucible. 
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The use of quartz crucibles is responsible for minor incorporation of oxygen into the melted 

silicon.  

The N-type ingots fabricated with gallium or phosphorus dopants do not show any 

degradation effects of dopants, however, the same is not true for boron doping. (Glunz et al. 

2001, 219-229; Bothe et al. 2001, 183-189) 

1.5.2 Float-Zone Technique 

As said in the previous subchapter, oxygen from the quartz crucible gets absorbed and these 

impurities reduce lifetime of carriers, thus reducing voltage and current. This can also make 

wafer sensitive to high temperature processing. To eliminate these impurities we can use 

a technique called Float-Zone process. On Figure 3 an RF coil melts down a silicon ingot and 

because impurities are more soluble in the melted silicon than in the crystal, the molten zone 

comprised of moving RF coil moves down along the crystal and impurities which can be easily 

cut out move towards the end of the crystal with it. 

Due to the limitation of growing larger diameter ingots and higher financial expenses, this 

method is used mainly for laboratory cells (Koch and Rinke, 2014). 

 

Figure 3: An RF Coil melts down a silicon ingot resulting in a purified product. Taken from: 

https://en.wikipedia.org 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/
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2 SILICON CELL PRODUCTION 

Individual silicon cells are cut into thin slices of given thickness, their edges are cut to save 

space on a module and then they may be additionally processed to increase the efficiency. Wafer 

polishing was very common step but nowadays lot of manufacturers stopped smoothing the 

surface to increase light absorption and thus efficiency of a cell. The cell is then accompanied 

with a metal grid to collect free electrons. Every cell is then connected to other to complete 

electric circuit. 

2.1 Wafer slicing 

Extremely pure silicon ingots are sliced to wafers mainly by a wire saw which is either coated 

with diamond splinters or covered with the suspension of abrasives such as grains of silicon 

carbide or diamonds. The resulting surface of wafers is however not as smooth as wafers cut 

by a circular saw. 

The high-grade steel wire is usually dozens kilometres long with a diameter of one to two tenths 

of a millimetre and woven onto rotating rollers with hundreds of grooves with equal distance 

from each other which allows for hundreds of wafers to be cut at the same time (Koch and 

Rinke 2014). 

To utilize all available space on a front surface of the solar module, the wafers can be also 

hexagonally or rectangular cut. Wafers then can be polished but recent research has found the 

unpolished wafers absorb solar radiation more effectively. 

2.2  Doping and electrical contacts 

As was said in chapter 2.2.1, dopants are added during the Czochralski process where a small 

amount of boron atoms are introduced and then the wafers are put into a furnace and heated 

slightly below a melting point in the presence of phosphorous gasses whose atoms become 

incorporated into the upper layers of wafers. 

Electrical contacts are formed by using dried aluminum or silver paste to form a metal grid 

which carries electrons. A tin-coated copper is used to connect each solar cell. It is necessary 

for strips and the metal grid to be very thin as to prevent blocking sunlight reaching the cell and 

allowing for the adding of subsequent layers. 
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3 COMPONENTS OF PV SYSTEM 

Upcoming chapter will give a reader basic overview of necessary units of photovoltaic system. 

These will be a solar modules, batteries, controllers, inverters, optimizers, transformers, cables 

and types of connectors. 

3.1  Solar module 

A solar panel or solar module consists of individual electrically connected solar cells to increase 

the power output. They are encapsulated into a single long lasting which is made of: 

 An Aluminum frame designed in a way not to allow for any lodgment of water or dust. 

 Low-iron sheet glass with low thermal resistivity able to withstand prolonged UV 

exposure.  

 An encapsulant which is made of ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA) which is inserted between 

solar cells and the front and rear surface and heated to 150 °C to bond the module 

together. This EVA encapsulant must have a very low thermal expansion as to protect 

the cells otherwise cells disconnect from each other and module needs to be changed. 

In other words, any “inner” damage is unrepairable. 

 A back sheet made of Tedlar (PVF, polyvinyl fluoride) (Dupont, 2016) to protect the 

module from environmental pollution such as dust, water and water vapour which can 

cause corrosion of electrical contacts and damage the panel. 

Most manufacturers guarantee panels will not lose more than 10 % of their power output 

capacity in first ten years and no more than 20 % in subsequent ten or fifteen years. Said in 

other words, most of manufacturers guarantee panels will produce at least 80 % of the rated 

output for the first 25 years of module lifetime. The warranty is ensured by a third party, which 

is a reinsurance company in case the manufacturer goes bankrupt. 

One panel is not enough for generating substantial amount of electricity neither for household 

appliances nor for distribution to the grid. Therefore, it is necessary to connect modules into an 

array using serial or parallel connection. A string is a connection of multiple modules. Selecting 

the string size is one of the most important aspects of PV system design since systems with 

string size too small will decrease efficiency and strings too big will void warranties and 

damage invertors. 

The maximum size depends on maximum string voltage that under no circumstances can exceed 

maximum DC input voltage of the inverter. 

The minimum string size as said in Miller and Lumby (2012) is” governed by the requirement 

to keep the system voltage within the maximum power point (MPP) range of the inverter. If the 

string voltage drops below the minimum MPP inverter voltage, then the system will 

underperform”.  
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Because connecting modules in series leads to the increase in voltage while current remains 

constant it is the most common type of connection in grid tied systems while parallel connection 

is mainly used for small battery charging systems. 

3.2  Batteries 

A battery is a necessary part of every household rooftop photovoltaic systems since direct 

powering of household equipment is extremely rare (Boxwell, 38). It is very common that 

battery is one of the most expensive components while designing an off-grid household system. 

Many systems are designed to shut down when amount of sun rays drop below certain level 

meaning the system stops producing energy hence the need to store energy. 

Using batteries to store electricity is therefore necessary for two main reasons. The first is to 

provide a relatively constant power output in cases of fluctuations of solar irradiance and 

therefore fluctuations in how much electricity is generated during a day and second, a need for 

power during a night when there is no energy source.  

There are many types and manufacturers of batteries. The most common type nowadays is the 

so-called “deep cycle” lead acid battery. These lead acid batteries work on the principle of 

reversible chemical reaction of thick lead plates and sulphuric acid.  

 Deep cycle means that depth of discharge is up to 80 % of total battery capacity; however, in 

order to increase the lifetime, most manufacturers recommend discharging the deep cycle 

batteries only down to 50 % of the capacity. Previous types of batteries allowed only for  

15–30 % depth of discharge and deeper discharges substantially decreased their lifetime by 

months or even years depending on how much the discharge limit was over exceeded. 

To be more specific, given a battery with a given number of life cycles, with lifetime of for 

example 5000 cycles for 20 % depth of discharge (DoD), the number of cycles decreases to 

2800 with 50 % DoD and to 1500 cycles for 80 % DOD. 

3.3 Controller 

To prevent battery from damage caused either by overcharging or completely depleting their 

capacity it is necessary to include a controller. 

 This device also prevents current passing from the battery through the PV modules in a reverse 

direction at night. This is done either by semiconductor which allows the charge current to flow 

only in one direction or by using a mechanical means, an electromagnetic coil called a relay 

which opens and closes a switch. 

The overcharge prevention is done by regulating voltage. That means when battery reaches a set 

voltage level the controller disables any current flow into the battery. 
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3.4  Inverter 

And invertor or convertor converts direct current coming from solar modules to alternate 

current for connection to the grid. They also enable monitoring and diagnostic information in 

case of malfunction. Almost all current types of inverters use Maximum Power Point Tracking 

(MPPT) technology to provide maximum efficiency of modules during quickly changing 

climatic conditions.  

The following subchapters will discuss 3 types of inverters in more detail. 

3.4.1 Central inverters  

These three-phase inverters are suitable for large systems with power output at least 100kW but 

mostly are found in mega-watt systems. They are known for high efficiency, a common point 

for MPPT which is a disadvantage since it doesn’t allow for an impedance adjustment of each 

string and might be accompanied by a transformer to step up voltage. (Miller and Lumby 2012s)  

Differences in design are shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Design of Central and String Inverters 

3.4.2 String inverters 

As was mentioned before a set of modules, a string is an electrical connection of given number 

of panels (an array). Every string is connected to their own string inverter. This solution is 

suitable for medium/large systems, allows for parallel backup in case of blackouts, MPP 

Tracking is improved and the connection is regularly of one-phase. Installation and 

maintenance is more difficult and complex. 

The problem regular string inverters have is that the string performance is dependent on the 

least performing panel. This means one malfunctioning module either the most soiled one, 

damaged one or the one being shaded reduces the power output of the whole string and thus 

reducing the total power output. This problem is solved with more advanced and expensive 

technologies as such as module inverters or power optimizers. 

3.4.3 Module inverters 

Module or micro-inverters are mounted on each module, they monitor MPP of every panel and 

are equipped with wireless communication for individual performance examination. Their 
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efficiency is lower and they also allow for parallel backup in case of blackouts as string inverters 

do. 

While central inverters require the whole system to shut down for a maintenance, module 

inverters can be individually dealt with and rest of the power plant can keep producing 

electricity. 

3.5  Power optimizer 

A power optimizer is a small add-on device which is able to mitigate effects of shading/soiling 

and is mounted onto a panel, connected to the junction box and further into the string. Power 

optimizer is a DC/DC converter which sends electricity to an inverter for a DC/AC conversion. 

Optimizers also track the maximum power point (MPPT) but unlike invertors the tracking is 

done for each module individually. They also wirelessly communicate performance data 

allowing for performance tracking of each module mounted with an optimizer. This tracking is 

accessible through a manufacturers webpage interface and can also be integrated to 

a monitoring centre.   

Optimizers need to be mounted onto each module. This makes maintenance and especially 

installation to already existing PV system very difficult. Most of the household systems and 

some of grid-tied systems consist of multiple rows of modules installed on steep roofs or other 

places with complicated access and access to all junction boxes can be very difficult. 

Module inverters and power optimizers are very similar. Both are mounted on individual 

modules and both help to increase systems output. The main difference is that optimizers are 

DC to DC converters and inverter converts DC produces in the module to AC. 

3.6  Transformer 

Transformers are a necessary component to grid-tied systems since the inverter output 

requires additional step-up of voltage level to reach the specifications of the grid which 

operate on order of tens or even thousands of volts. The price of transformers is hard to 

generally estimate since every PV power plant is unique and transformers are custom built 

units with price generally unlisted.  

3.7 Cables and wiring 

Cables are probably one of the least understood and most often overlooked parts of photovoltaic 

system and have a big impact on the performance of a system. There many different types of 

wires to use and opinions vary but main thing to consider is the need to lower resistance. 

Resistance is something that impedes flow of the electrons through the wire and the higher the 

resistance is, the lower the voltage at the end of the wire is. Too much resistance makes voltage 

drop to level where the inverter might stop working and controller might stop charging batteries. 

The bigger the cable the less resistance it is going to have. The thickest cables in PV systems 

are battery cables that have lowest resistance and are very good for connecting batteries together 
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but not so suitable for wiring modules all the way to charge controller. They are inflexible, stiff 

and expensive. 

Welding cable is also good for connecting batteries, it is of similar thickness but is much more 

flexible since it is made of much bigger number of strands of copper than the battery cable. 

THHN wire is designed for outdoor purposes therefore the jacket material is resistant against 

UV light and is weather resistant.  
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4 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PV SYSTEMS 

Following subchapters will contain block diagrams of grid tied and also an off-grid system. 

4.1  Grid-tied system 

Electricity produced in this type of system is supplied into the grid. The basic components for 

this type of system are solar panels converting sun radiance into the direct current. Panels are 

then connected to inverters, which convert DC to alternating current (AC) and since the grid is 

tied to the distribution or transmission network the voltage must be stepped up on a transformer 

to match the grid voltage level. There is no need for batteries since there is no reason to store 

energy, but some systems incorporate backup batteries. The reason for battery backup is that in 

case of grid blackout PV systems will stop producing energy altogether since inverters are 

powered from the grid and not PV system. (Miller and Lumby 2012) 

 

Figure 5: Block diagram of grid-tied PV system 

On the diagram above there is a PV array connected through DC fusing to an inverter and 

further to the household and the grid. A fuse is a mechanical mean that protects photovoltaic 

systems from overcurrent.  
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4.2  Off-grid system 

Off-grid systems produce electrical energy for direct consumption and their usage is therefore 

suitable for places distant from the gird. Due to direct current produced by the panels there is 

a need for converter which switches DC to AC and allows for use of regular household 

appliances. This step is not absolutely necessary however appliances using DC must be able to 

operate on the voltage level given by solar panels. A battery is vital component of off-grid 

system since night or bad weather conditions drastically or totally reduce power output of 

panels. 

Initial costs of solar battery are quite high and in designing such a system it is necessary to think 

of desired output as well as total and peak energy demands. 

 

Figure 6: Block diagram of off-grid PV system 

The diagram above shows an away of modules, an inverter, a set of AC and DC fuses, MPP 

controller and battery pack. As was said in previous chapters the charge controller protects the 

batteries from overcharging and also protects the system from reverse current. 
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5 DESIGNING PV SYSTEM 

The following subchapters will focus firstly on the factors that need to be taken into the account 

during planning phase of installation of photovoltaic power plants, then on actual technology 

used in existing power plants and finally, there will be a description and evaluation of 

technology of two photovoltaic power plants in cities of Šumperk and Štipoklasy. 

5.1 Optimum project design 

According to Lumby and McLean (2014, p.5),  “PV plant design is developed initially as part 

of a prefeasibility study which is based on preliminary energy resource and yield estimates, as 

well as other site-specific requirements and constraints. The plant design is further improved 

during the feasibility study, which considers site measurements, site topography, and 

environmental and social considerations. Key design features include the type of PV module 

used, tilting angle, mounting and tracking systems, inverters, and module arrangement. 

Optimization of plant design involves considerations such as shading, performance 

degradation, and trade-offs between increased investment (e.g., for tracking) and energy yield.”  

All aforementioned factors are highly important when designing a photovoltaic system. In this 

chapter we will deal with all of them, except for topography and environmental and social 

considerations. 

5.2 Climatic conditions in terms of solar energy utilization 

From the viewpoint of climate, there are two important aspects to consider: data on incidental 

solar radiation (for calculation of energy yields) and average outer temperature (for calculation 

of panel thermal losses). If necessary or required, additional data on diffused radiation and wind 

speech might be included. 

From the viewpoint of climatic conditions and in terms of generating electrical energy, the two 

most important aspects to consider are the following: 

 Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI) consisting of direct and diffused irradiation 

represents a sum of total irradiation in a given time. The most widely used and presented 

is a global irradiation on a horizontal plane, presented as a long term average of a given 

time frame. This parameter might be recalculated with mathematical relations or we can 

use information software for any arbitrarily oriented plane. GHI is directly related to the 

power output of a photovoltaic system. 

 Air temperature (presented as a daily or monthly average) is directly related to 

photovoltaic panel losses due to photovoltaic panel effectiveness dependency on 

temperature. 

Another parameter whose use can significantly improve the process of calculation and 

simulation of energy production in photovoltaic systems is the following:  
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 Wind speed which allows us to consider and accurately simulate solar panel 

cooling effects (which partially offset their temperature loss). 

From the point of view of incidental radiation, the city of Brno is an area with above-average 

conditions within the Czech Republic. According to the Climate Atlas of the Czech Republic, 

the average annual total of global radiation on the horizontal plane ranges from  

3900–4000 MJ/m2, of which the direct component is about 1800–1900 MJ/m2. According to 

the previously stated source there is about 1600 - 1700 hours of sunshine a year. 

Data from the Climate Atlas of the Czech Republic are useful only for orientation and for 

comparison of the situation in the locality with the rest of Czechia. An indicative comparison 

of global radiation and hours of sunshine with the rest of Czechia is evident from the following 

figure: 

 

Figure 7: Annual solar radiation in the Czech Republic [MJ/m2]. Taken from: vitejtenazemi.cz 

5.3 Available climate data sources for a given location  

The data used for an analysis and comparison in a selected location should be based on at least 

a 10 year average. For this we can use following databases: 

5.3.1 PVGIS database 

The first available data source on incidental solar radiation and average temperatures is PVGIS 

(photovoltaic geographical information system) app – European atlas of solar radiation. 

This model was developed directly for photovoltaic application use and makes it possible to 

calculate electricity production at a specific location anywhere in Europe and Africa. It is 

available online and for free.  

The computational model uses both the data from satellite measurements, and land-based 

weather stations. For more information see:  http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/ 

We can use it to obtain interpolated data for any location in Europe based on their geographic 

position using satellite data from ground stations. PVGIS allows for the data to be retrieved 

http://www.vitejtenazemi.cz/
http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/
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from any location in Europe based on geographic or satellite data interpolations, which are 

verified by the land stations. Data from this database correspond to long-term averages for the 

period 1981-2000 (Photovoltaic Geographical Information System, 2012). 

5.3.2 Meteonorm database 

The Meteonorm database is a reference source of information, including a very extensive set of 

data from more than 8,000 weather stations around the world, and weather stations for 

interpolation and other meteorological processing. 

For the simulation of photovoltaic systems, both Meteonorm and authors of the PVSYST 

simulation model recommended to take as representative only the climate data from ground 

stations whose distance is less than 20 km from the assessed area.  

5.4 Supporting structure 

Supporting structure is made of hot-dip galvanized steel to protect it from corrosion with 

aluminium T slot frame, for securing the panel. 

Since most of the photovoltaic power plants in Czechia are structures located on fields, the most 

logical solution is the use of ground screws which due to their helical profile have high gripping 

strength and are suitable for variety of terrains such as sandy soil, loose earth or rocky terrain.  

5.5 Fixed mounting systems 

According to author’s experience most of photovoltaic parks in Czechia are fixed mounting 

systems, meaning that the modules are kept in a fixed and permanent angle from the horizontal 

place and in the same angle relative to the south.  

For Czechia and the Northern hemisphere in general the most electricity is produced by a 

photovoltaic panel oriented to the south with a slope of about 35-45 °. 

5.6  Tracking systems 

In case of maximal production increasing, it is possible to use a tracking system. Instead of 

fixed mounting systems, in this case panels are mounted on single- or double axis dynamic 

construction which tracks the optimum irradiation point in both axes. The overall yearly yield 

can be increased up to by 35 %, but a price of PV power plant will also increase. 

Also, in this case there is always a lower ground coverage ratio (ratio between a total solar 

panels' area and an overall power plant area) due to higher spacing, so there is a mutual shading 

between nearby trackers eliminated. This system is therefore more suitable for larger usable 

areas and lower installed power. 

5.7 Photovoltaic panels 

Choosing a suitable photovoltaic panel means a lot, because these devices convert the direct 

sunlight into electricity. Nowadays, there are a few kinds of PV panels on a market and each of 

them converts sunlight into electricity with a different efficiency.  
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The PV modules based on crystalline silicon technology (made of polycrystalline and 

monocrystalline cells) convert mostly the direct sunlight, amorphous modules convert almost 

100 % of diffuse light and almost no direct sunlight. Plus, the amorphous panels have a lower 

surface – power density (lower efficiency in general), which means that for the same installed 

power, we need more surface than with crystalline panels. 

For tracker systems (single axis and also dual axis systems) it's more efficient to use 

monocrystalline PV panels due to their 100 % direct sunlight conversion.  The dynamic support 

construction tracks the ideal point of a direct solar irradiance in a real time, so the yield is as 

high as possible. 

For most of field based solar systems with a static support construction, polycrystalline panels 

are the best choice due their efficiency and their quite high surface – power density. But the 

usage of each PV panel technology depends also on actual climatic conditions. 

For example, the Nordic conditions are typical for higher amount of diffuse sunlight. On the 

other side, there are tropical and subtropical areas with fewer clouds in the sky, which are 

represented by higher amount of direct sunlight. These conditions are ideal for monocrystalline 

PV panels. 

 

Figure 8: Difference between monocrystalline, polycrystalline and a thin film PV cells. Taken from: 

www.cne.cz 

Moderate climate conditions, as in the Czech Republic, can provide good conditions for both 

polycrystalline and monocrystalline photovoltaic modules technologies. The main advantage 

of polycrystalline cell is its ability to convert about 20% of diffuse sunlight into electricity.  

The price is also a very important criterion in building a photovoltaic power plant. For that 

reason, many investors choose a cheaper kind of PV panels – based on amorphous or thin-film 

technique. These panels are 20–30 % cheaper (per kWp) than traditional crystalline-based ones. 

However, they have a lower efficiency (10 % instead of 15 %).  

This means, there must be more panels installed and thus, more supporting constructions and 

cables provided. Another disadvantage of these PV panels is a requirement for a single pole 

grounding. This means, we need to choose an inverter which contains a transformer for 

a galvanic insulation between PV panels and an AC grid. These inverters are often a little more 

expensive than the ones without a transformer. 

file:///C:/Users/Voracious/Documents/bakalářská%20a%20semestrální%20práce/Bakalářská%20práce/www.cne.cz
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5.8 Cables 

Cables are a necessary part of each installation. For PV power plants, it is important to use 

a specific kind of DC cables due to higher voltage drop on a DC part (connection between 

photovoltaic panels). These cables are mostly made as single conductor copper cables with 

double insulation with a higher durability against humidity and rodents.  

They are made in different diameters starting at 4 mm2. This lowest diameter is safe enough for 

high voltages of 1000–1500 Volts (DC) and currents up to 40 A. This means, that these panels 

can be used for a parallel connection of 4 PV panels with a nominal current of 9 A. 

But for a bigger PV system, we also must calculate overall energy loss and a total voltage drop 

in a string. Overall conductor resistance can be calculated according this formula: 

 𝑅 = 𝜌
𝑙

𝑆
 (5.8.1) 

Where: R is an overall conductor resistance [Ω], ρ – is a material resistivity [Ω∙m], l is 

a conductor length, S is a conductor width a cross-section area, I is a current. 

We can apply this formula into an Ohm's law formula to calculate a voltage drop: 

 𝑈 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼 (5.8.2) 

Instead of voltage, we will count a voltage drop (ΔV) and we replace resistance R with 

a formula for a conductor resistance: 

 𝑈∆ = 𝜌
𝑙

𝑆
∙ 𝐼 (5.8.3) 

Which means that a voltage drop depends directly proportional on a material resistivity, 

conductor length and a current, but depends inversely proportional on a cross-section area of 

the conductor. 

Power losses (P) can be calculated similarly, using a basic electrical power formula: 

 𝑃 = 𝑈 ∙ 𝐼 (5.8.4) 

Where U will be replaced by Ohm's law formula: 

 𝑃 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼 ∙ 𝐼 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼2 (5.8.4) 

Instead of power (P), there will be a power loss (ΔP) and we will replace R with a conductor 

resistance formula: 

 𝑃∆ = 𝜌
𝑙

𝑠
∙ 𝐼2 (5.8.5) 

Which means that power loss depends quadratic on a current. 

These factors (voltage drop and overall power loss) are very important for designing a 

photovoltaic power plant. Choosing a right cable diameter leads to optimization of a first stage 

of system losses. 
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As the strings of PV panels act as a DC current system, a single conductor for both the negative 

and positive poles must be used. Thus, the overall length of a conductor must be doubled for a 

voltage drop and power loss calculation. This is the main problem in designing a photovoltaic 

power plant cable system. Therefore, the DC cabling is often reduced to the shortest possible 

length. 

Also, for safety reasons, a special connecting system for high voltage DC applications, such as 

PV power plants, has been developed. The connections must be tight, waterproof, UV-proof 

and also, it must be possible to interrupt a DC electrical arc which can occur by circuit 

disconnection. 

 

Figure 9: MC4 coupler - the most common PV connector type. Taken from: http://www.wikiwand.com 

AC cables lead from inverters into a grid connection point, so there is not a high risk of voltage 

dropping or a significant power loss. The main factor in designing AC cabling, which is often 

short, is rated current and also rated insulation temperature. 

5.9  Power station and its components 

 

Figure 10: Power station ABB - contains fusing, transformer and central inverters. Taken from: 

www.archiexpo.com 

http://www.wikiwand.com/
file:///C:/Users/Voracious/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/www.archiexpo.com
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A power station (inverter kiosk) is a centre of all electronics in a PV Power plant. It does not 

contain only inverters, but also protection circuits, security devices, a remote control and 

a monitoring electronics. This station in general is a technical building, which is mostly based 

on a shipping container (as shows the Figure 10), or a brick building. A power station must be 

large enough to hold all of this equipment. A shipping container often stands on a concrete 

basement, or on a few ground screws. A container is a cheaper solution but not as durable as a 

brick building. 

5.9.1  Inverters 

As it has been written before, there are 3 main kinds of inverters – the central, string and module 

ones. The central inverters can be placed directly into a power station, so the maintenance is 

a way easier than by string inverters. The main disadvantage of central inverters is the 

following: by failing a single inverter, there is lower production in contrast to a single string 

inverter failure.  

For example, there are two PV power plants, each has a peak output of 500 kW, but each of 

them has a different kind of inverters. One contains 5 pieces of 100 kW inverters, the other one 

contains 50 pieces of 10 kW inverters. So if there is a fault on a single inverter in each of these 

power plants, the first one will be producing 20 % less energy, but the second one just 2 % less.  

To avoid these situations, the central inverters are often divided into a few power blocks. For 

example the Delta Solivia CM 100 (can be seen on a figure 11) contains 9 power blocks, each 

has a power of 11,1 kW. So if there is a power electronics failure, most probably it will be a 

failure of a single power block and it can be simply replaced inside the power station. The 

inverter also does not always run all the power blocks, which is very interesting from the 

efficiency point of view. 

 

Figure 11: Delta Solivia CM inverter. Taken from: solarninovinky.cz 

If the PV panels power output is half as the rated output, the central inverter will run just a half 

of the power modules, so each module works on 80–100 %, when there is a high inverter 

file:///C:/Users/Voracious/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/solarninovinky.cz
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efficiency. Also, the power modules, which are switched off in the moment, are not being worn 

out and this extends their lifetime.  

There are also disadvantages of these inverters – they are more expensive and they make a DC 

cabling longer, which is not only less efficient, but also more expensive. 

Basic inverter's parameters are: 

 starting voltage 

 peak voltage 

 rated efficiency 

 peak power 

 and also grid connection parameters 

To choose a right inverter type, we have to know the solar panels parameters. The peak input 

voltage of an inverter can never be exceeded by an open-circuit voltage of a PV panel string, 

the start-up inverter voltage must always be exceeded by the MPPT string voltage. Also, if we 

use a thin film or amorphous PV modules, we have to ground one of the string poles. This 

means, we cannot use a transformerless inverter. Due the inverter efficiency curve, it is 

recommended to exceed its peak power by a peak power of PV panels by 10–20 %. 

5.9.2  Protecting circuits 

For the safety reasons, it is necessary to equip a power station with a switchboard which 

contains AC and DC fusing and a surge protection. These devices are used for disconnecting 

sensitive electronics from a source of unfavourable grid conditions. 

AC and DC overcurrent fusing may seem similar but there are some significant differences 

between them. The main difference is a technique of interrupting an electrical arc, an electrical 

breakdown of a gas appearing between both poles of a moving contact. This electrical discharge 

dissolves both contacts and therefore must be interrupted as fast as possible not to cause much 

damage. A device which interrupts an arc is called an arc chamber. 

The arc caused by DC and AC current acts differently and therefore the arc chamber must be 

designed to its purpose. The DC arc is more durable than AC arc and thus the process of 

interrupting is more complicated than for the AC arc.   

In case of overvoltage, a surge protection on both DC and AC sides must be correctly designed. 

Some of the inverters have a built-in surge protection, but mostly it is necessary to mount them 

into a switchboard additionally. 

Over- and under-frequency protection is usually built inside an inverter and does not have to be 

mounted onto a switchboard.  
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5.9.3  Transformer 

The transformer is a very important part of a photovoltaic power plant – it converts a voltage 

of inverters into a mid-voltage level (usually 22 or 35 kV).  A peak power of the transformer 

must be the same or a little bit higher than the peak power of a photovoltaic power plant.  

A transformer can be placed directly in a kiosk / power station, but it can also have its own 

kiosk. For the smaller power plants up to 630 kW, the most common solution of a transformer 

station is a pole-mounted transformer. The power plant is then directly connected into a mid-

voltage line. Bigger power plants cannot use a pole-mounted transformer, so instead of this 

transformer, a kiosk transformer station has to be built. The transformer must have its own 

switchboard where it can be disconnected from a PV power plant in case of maintenance. 

5.9.4  Monitoring circuits 

Due to the distant power plant control, it is necessary to build a monitoring system. There is 

always a data logger (a computed based device, such as Programmable Logic Controller), which 

collects a power plant data in real time and regularly sends them onto a server. Monitoring 

circuits can have a few levels: 

 Inverter level – Basic level, where a user can see each inverter, its actual values 

of power, voltage, current etc. It is also possible to detect a pertinent inverter 

failure. The data is collected directly inside each inverter and sent into a data 

logger via a series communication protocol such as RS485, RS422, RS232, 

modbus etc. This kind of monitoring is most common in Czechia. With this 

communication system, it is possible to control remotely a whole power plant. 

Some of these possibilities are for example step control of active and reactive 

power or remote inverters switching. 

 String level – User can see each string values, due mounting of Hall Effect 

sensors for current measurement and V-meters on each string. These devices 

send their collected data into data logger where they are processed and sent onto 

a server. This level is always combined with an inverter monitoring level. 

 Module level – User can see values of each PV module installed on a power 

plant.  Data of every single panel is secured by power optimizers which 

communicate mostly wirelessly. In this case, there is a possibility of switching 

all the panels off for safety reasons in case of maintenance, failures, or even 

a fire. This level is also combined with a basic – inverter level. 

Besides these options, a monitoring system often contains a security system which often 

cooperates with cameras. 
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5.10 Evaluation of two photovoltaic power plants 

This subchapter will discuss the topic of two real photovoltaic power plants, their specific yield 

and general talk about advantages/disadvantages of these power plants. (Nimmrichter 2011; 

Kalčev, Srdečný 2012) 

5.10.1  Example 1: Jesenická sluneční s.r.o. 

The first PV power plant is a rooftop mounted 100,8 kWp power plant in DOLS, Šumperk. 

 Location: 49.959854 N, 16.971399 E – rooftop of an industrial object, panels 

heading slightly towards south-west. 

 Installed power: 100,8 kWp. 

 PV Panels: 360 pieces of 280 Wp Polycrystalline modules Solarfun with 360 

pieces of additional Power Optimizers. Total MPP string voltage is 504 V (for 

strings containing 14 modules) or 468 V (strings with 13 modules). 

 Support structure: Aluminium frames over triangular skylights - mounting angle 

45°. 

 Inverters: 3 pieces of Kaco Powador 30 000 xi inverters placed inside the 

industrial building. 

 Power station: No certain kiosk station, but a large switchboard rack inside the 

industrial building containing AC fusing, security switch and monitoring. 

 Monitoring level: Inverter- and module based monitoring. The inverter level 

supports a Kaco ProLOG data logger, module level is provided by a central unit 

of Power Optimizers. 

 Cabling and fusing: Power from each string leads into a 2-pole fuse holder and 

secured with a 1000 V/ 12 A DC fuse. Cables have a cross section of 4 mm2. 

 Connection point: Low voltage – 3-phase AC 400V – inside the industrial 

building. 

 Annual yield: 85 MWh per year before Power Optimizers upgrade 

(0,84 MWh/kWp). After upgrade, the average monthly yield was increased by 

15 %, so we can say, the annual yield is going to be about 98 MWh 

(0,96 MWh/kWp). 
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Figure 12: Power plant DOLS in Šumperk 100,8 kWp. Taken from mapy.cz 

The power plant is laid on a roof of an industrial object. There are multiple occurrences of 

shading across this roof from nearby buildings. Photovoltaic panels are mounted over triangle 

skylights covering the whole roof. A mounting angle is 45°. 

Because of this shading and a high mounting angle, the panels could never get the optimal 

power. Plus, the shaded modules acted like a resistor which drops a whole string power to a 

minimal value – even a single shaded module in a string can cause a power drop up to 0 W. 

Due to this fact, in summer of 2016 there was an upgrade via Power Optimizers. Because of 

this, the production was instantly increased by 15 %.  

5.10.2 6 Example 2: FV Energo s.r.o. 

 The next PV power plant is a field mounted 1,6 MWp power plant Štipoklasy 

located near Pilsen. 

 Location: 49.9145692N, 13.0966150E – a field with a light slope heading 

towards south 

 Installed power: 1600 kWp 

 PV Panels: 8610 pieces of 230 Wp Polycrystalline modules STP. Total MPP 

string voltage is 690 V, a single string contains 23 PV modules. 

 Support structure: Aluminium frames over stainless steel structure – mounting 

angle 30° 

http://www.mapy.cz/
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 Inverters: 8 pieces of Kaco Powador 200 xp inverters placed inside two shipping 

containers 

 Power station: Two shipping containers containing AC fusing, inverters and 

monitoring, 2  transformers (800 kVA) placed in separate kiosk stations. DC 

fusing is located in fusing boxes (16 boxes) all over the field. 

 Monitoring level: Inverter based monitoring. The inverter level supports a Kaco 

ProLOG data logger. 

 Cabling and fusing: Power from each string leads into a single-pole fuse – there 

are 24 fuses located in mounting boxes all over the field. Each fuse is rated at 

1000 V/ 12 A. Cables leading from panels into fusing boxes have a cross section 

area 4 mm2, cables from fuse boxes have a cross section 25 mm2. 

 Connection point: Mid-voltage 22 kW, behind 2 transformer stations, each with 

a power of 800 kVA. 

 Average yield: 1683 MWh per year – i.e. a specific yield 1,05 MWh/kWp. 

 

Figure 13: Photovoltaic power plant in Štipoklasy. Taken from: mapy.cz 

This power plant has a higher specific yield than a DOLS Šumperk – despite its position in an 

area with a lower annual sunlight yield. There are no surrounding shading objects and because 

of a minor slope of the terrain, the shading angles between rows of PV panels are smaller. 

Another advantage is the use of central inverters with a higher efficiency and also a higher cross 

section area of cabling leading from Argus boxes towards kiosk stations. 

http://www.mapy.cz/
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CONCLUSION 

The aim of this bachelor thesis was to explain main parts of a photovoltaic (PV) solar system. 

In the theoretical part, a description of these parts was presented together with block diagrams 

of grid-tied and off-grid photovoltaic systems. Each PV power plant always contains 

photovoltaic modules (consisting of photovoltaic cells), an inverter and accessories.  

When installing a new photovoltaic power plant in reality, it is extremely important to design 

it properly and to choose the most suitable technology for such a plant.  This practically-oriented 

topic was a subject of the second part of my thesis when I concentrated on actual technology 

used in existing power plants nowadays.  

In the final part of my work, I made a comparison between two different power plants located 

in Czechia. These power plants are a property of GEEN Holding a.s., a company where I was 

working for a year. This work enabled me to come to a conclusion about the advantages and 

disadvantages of each of these two photovoltaic projects. 

On the basis of data received from these projects, it is possible to conclude that not only climate 

or average solar irradiation are important factors for a good PV power plant yield. As I have 

noted in my work, shading of surrounding objects, or a choice of a right module/inverter 

technology have much higher impact on overall system losses and a specific yield of each power 

plant. 

Photovoltaic technology is a modern and eco-friendly way of producing electricity. Due to 

increasing oil prices, climate changes and deteriorating air condition, this technology shows 

great promise for the future.  

My vision of the photovoltaic technologies future is highly positive. There will be more 

efficient photovoltaic cells and more household PV installations. These small PV systems with 

installed power up to few kilowatts will work together in the so called smart grids which will 

share their produced energy and thus cause the number of oil- and coal powered power plants 

to decrease. 
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